This paper describes a new approach to solving some stochastic optimization problems for linear dynamic system with various parametric uncertainties. Proposed approach is based on application of tensor formalism for creation the mathematical model of parametric uncertainties. Within proposed approach following problems are considered: prediction, data processing and optimal control. Outcomes of carried out simulation are used as illustration of properties and effectiveness of proposed methods.
Various uncertainties are inherent to many control and/or sequential decision processes that come from technical, economical, biological applications etc. These uncertainties do not allow evaluate influences of all factors and, as a corollary, to apply a theory of deterministic system. Nature of uncertainties may be described as some stochastic processes, and theory of stochastic optimization must be used for analysis of considered system and synthesis of controls.
Main purpose of this paper is to provide a brief description of a new approach for solving some stochastic optimization problems for Linear Dynamic System (LDS) with Parametric Uncertainties (PUs) of various types. These solutions should be useful for various applications.
Overwhelming majority of existing stochastic optimization methods of LDS with PUs applies someway mapping of system states and inexact known parameters in somehow extended space. However in this case mathematical model of LDS will be transformed in non-linear system, that will makes difficulties for deriving the analytical solution and carrying out analyses of this ones.
For saving the method (structure) of interaction of LDS states and parameters it is proposed to use alternative approach. The basic idea of this approach is to apply tensor formalism for construction a mathematical description of LDS with PUs. As far as the random matrixes are applied for definition of LDS PUs, it is necessary to determine its statistical characteristics, namely expectations and covariances (second central moment). By analogy with well-known definitions of multidimensional statistical analysis -expectation of random vector is vector and covariance is matrix -expectation of random matrix will be certain matrix, and its covariance will be some mathematical object with four indexes, or tensor. This idea will be discussed at inception of this paper. There will be introduced the definitions for tensors which specifies expectation, second central moment of random square matrixes and covariance of random matrixes and vectors. Inasmuch as tensor analyses do not operate with mathematical objects similar to rectangular matrixes, there will be introduced conception of dual tensors, i.e. tensors that are defined in two different metric domains (spaces). Further there will be introduced definitions for expectation and second central moments of random dual tensors, covariance of random dual tensors and vectors, and covariance of random dual tensors and ordinary tensors (square matrixes) as well. At the end of this section there will be introduced definitions for reducible and irreducible PUs. Second part deals with the problems of data processing in LDS with PUs. The involved problems are: prediction, filtration and identification for LDS with PUs of various types. Futher new problem will be consideredinformational prediction of solving the identification problem. In final part will be treated the optimal control problems for LDS with PUs. There will be derived the formulas for optimal controls for LDS with irreducible and reducible PUs. At that there will be demonstrated that proposed optimal controls for LDS with reducible PUs have all properties of dual controls. In what follows there will be outlined an approach to solution of a new problem -optimal control for experimental development of LDS with reducible PU. Consideration will be finished by presentation of simulation outcomes that were carried out for overall proposed data processing methods and optimal controls.
Definitions

Linear Dynamic Systems
In the context of this consideration LDS term implies mathematical objects that are described by discrete-time equations
where: 
Random Matrixes, its Moments, Covariance of Random Vectors and Matrixes
In what follows everywhere will be assumed that {x(.),F(.),G(.)} set of system states and inexact known parameters of system are distributed in accordance with Gaussian law. It is known that Gaussian distribution of some random set is uniquely defined by its expectation and second central moment (dispersion matrix). Therefore, if there will be stated mathematical objects that unambiguously define expectation and second central moment of {x(.),F(.),G(.)} random set, then will be defined the Gaussian distribution of this one.
As mentioned above, for solving considered problems will be applied a new approach which is based on usage of tensor calculus [4, 5] , and this fact requires providing of some additional treatments. Below will be introduced formal definitions for set of mathematical objects, which will define expectation and second central moment of {x(.),F(.),G(.)} set.
Let there is defined Riemannian space
(.) with metric tensor g ij (associated tensor g ij ) 1 .
Then it is possible to introduce following definitions 2 .
Definition 1. x(.) vector (covector) is referred to as random one, if its components are random values.
Definition 2. (.)
x vector (covector) is defined as expectation of x(.) random vector (covector), if its components are related by (.)} { (.) ). 2 Following five definitions are formal ones, and properly are well-known definitions of classic statistical analyses, which are redefined in terms of tensor analyses.
Definition 3. α(.) matrix (tensor of rang 2, type (1, 1) ) is referred to as second central moment random vector x(.), if its components are related by First cross moment of F(.) random matrix and x(.) random vector will be φ(.) tensor of rang 3, type (1, 2) , which components will be defined as
First cross moment of x(.) random vector and F(.) random matrix will be (.) ϕ tensor of rang 3, type (2,1), which components will be defined as
It is easy to see that (.) ϕ and (.) ϕ tensors will be related by
Within tensor analyses are not defined the mathematical objects similar to rectangular matrixes. This fact causes a necessity to introduce following concept. Let there are defined two Riemannian spaces 
It is therefore concluded that G(.) matrix may be considered as some dual mathematical object, which is vector with respect to N X R space (tensor of rang 1, type (1,0)), and covector with respect to M U R space (tensor of rang 1, type (0,1)).
Further consideration will lead to necessity of introduction the more complex dual tensors, for definition of which will be applied following notation: tensor of rang (n x ,n u ), type ((k x ,l x ),(k u ,l u )), where n x and (k x ,l x ) are rang and type of tensor with respect to N X R space; n u and (k u ,l u ) are rang and type of tensor with respect to M U R space. Then it is possible to introduce following definitions -analogues of (4)-(8) -for random dual tensors.
Definition 9. G(.) rectangular matrix (dual tensor of
R of rang (1,1), type ((1,0),(0,1))) will be referred to as random one, if its elements are random values.
R of rang (1,1), type ((1,0),(0,1))) will be referred to as expectation of G(.) random matrix, if its components are related by
Definition 11. Second central moment of G(.) random dual tensor of rang (1,1), type ((1,0),(0,1)) will be referred to as γ(.) dual tensor of rang (2,2), type ((1,1),(1,1)), which components will be defined by
First cross moment of G(.) dual tensor and x(.) random vector will be defined to as (.) ψ dual tensor of rang (2,1), type ((1,1),(0,1)), which components will be defined by
Definition 13. First cross moment of x(.) random vector and G(.) random dual tensor will be referred (.) ψ dual tensor of rang (2,1), type ((1,1),(1,0)), which components will be defined by 
From this follows that (.) ν will be dual tensor of rang (3,1), type ((1,2),(1,0)).
Analogously may be defined (.) ν first cross moment of rectangular and square matrixes that must be a dual tensor of rang (3,1), type ((2,1),(0,1)).
Thus above are introduced all definitions for expectations, first cross moments and second central moments for the {x(.),F(.),G(.)} random set. It should be pointed out once more that
set unambiguously define Gaussian distribution of {x(.),F(.),G(.)} random set. Hereafter the following notations will be used
In addition to this below will be applied following designations for conjugated first cross moments
Notice that introduced mathematical objects (tensors, dual tensors) possess an invariant property with respect to all permissible transformation of N X R and M U R spaces. From this results that correct equations, which will be constructed with application of these objects, will have the invariant property with respect to above transformations.
Models of PUs
In the context of this consideration PU term implies that {F(.),G(.)} matrixes of system parameters are known inexact (all elements or some subset). At the same time H(.) matrix is assumed as exact known a priory -majority of real systems obeys this assumption. Provided below treatment may be theorized for case of uncertainty in elements of H(.) matrix, if need arise 4 .
In what follows two types of PUs to be considered -irreducible and reducible. Irreducible PU is characterized by influence on system parameters unpredictable and/or random factors, which may be described by mathematical model of fluctuation, or stochastic walks. In this case unknown parameters will be considered as samples from some stochastic process such as white noise with a priory determined statistical characteristics, i.e. by { } 
As reducible PU will be considered the uncertainty, which may be reduced by experimental development of system, i.e. by testing and follow-up processing of measured data. This type of PU is characterized by a priory lack of knowledge about true values of parameters. As this takes place, it is important to take into account the fact that parameters take some predetermined values. This fact may be expressed by following equations
When will be considered LDS with reducible PU, there will be applied information state of type
In addition both PU models suppose that {F(k),G(k)} set and w(k), v(k) noises are uncorrelated.
Data Processing in LDS with PUs
Prediction for Autonomous LDS with PUs
Autonomous LDS is described by following equation
Initial information state for prediction of LDS with irreducible PU is
effect defines the mapping of {x(k),F(k),w(k)} set in x(k+1) random vector. It is easy to derive following relations using above assumptions and definitions Taking into account that all third moments of Gaussian distributed set are equal to zero, as well as assumption about non-correlatedness of w(k) and members of {x(k),F(k)} set, it may be obtained the following
Hereafter for decreasing the volume of formulas recording, along with tensor notation will be used matrix one. At that will be applied embedded form of notation -if the main part of formula applies tensor form, then braces point out it parts, which is recorded with application of matrix notation. And vice versa: if formula record uses matrix notation, then braces mark out the part that is recorded with usage of tensor notation. Sometimes will be used nested forms of this rule. 
which for considered case is given by
set determines information state of LDS with reducible PU.
Applying derived relations and (3) it is simply to obtain similar formulas for components of
It is easy to see that formula for α(k+1|k) is similar to one of Kalman filter -difference consist in appearance of additional terms, which are proportional to β(k). This fact is of essential significance -as far as β(k) tensor may be considered as positively semidefinite (this statement uses matrix analogies once more), then, even in case of 0 ) ( = k x and stability of ) (k F matrix, solutions for α(k+1|k) may be unstable, and neglecting of PU factor may leads to sizeable drifts of predicted estimates. This one may be some additional explanation for divergence of Kalman filter due to PU factor.
General Case of Prediction for LDS
Applying above results, after bulky but light calculation may be derived the following relations for components of P R (k+1|k) set
Here are used the notations:
(these ones will be applied below) and
Data Processing in LDS with PUs
Data processing algorithms for LDS with PUs will be derived without consideration of corresponding stochastic optimization problem as before. Equations for components of information state will be obtained with usage of well-known formulas for conditional normal distribution subject to applied measurements model (2) and derived relations for prediction of information states.
Let consider a join distribution of
random vector that is distributed in accordance with Gaussian law with )} 1 (
, and z(k+1) random vector, which is determined by (2) . Then
random vector is normally distributed as well, and parameters of distribution will
Then, in accordance with [1] , following relations must be true
Immediate substitution of (6)- (9) in (10) и (11) demonstrates, that derived relations are similar to Kalman filter
Filtration for LDS with irreducible PU
information state hold true following relations
Data Processing for LDS with Reducible PU (Identification Problem)
Let continue above consideration. Let suppose that H(k+1) matrix is of following block structure
Then, in accordance with [1] , the following must be true 
From this it is inferred that non-measured components of x(k+1) will be identified via covariance with measured elements. If assume that for {x(k+1),F(k+1),G(k+1),z(k+1)} set analogous relations are correct, then the following should be true
It should be noted that above data processing methods for LDS with PUs allow estimate the adequacy measure of applied mathematical model and treated object itself
value roughly obeys to normal law. If there in the θ( ) k sequence of estimates frequently appear the samples of high amplitude, this is a sign that probably model is not corresponding to studied object now.
Informational Prediction the Solutions of Identification Problem
When anew-created system is experimentally studied there often appears a need to obtain some a priori estimates, which will characterize effectiveness of applied testing modes. Let suppose that experimental study of LDS with reducible PU implies application to object under testing some sequence of controls
with a purpose to improve {F,G} estimates of inexact known parameters. One of possible criteria of test effectiveness may be I FG (k) predicted information content about {F,G}, which may be extracted from measurements when will be solved the identification problem.
Information content, which should contain )} ( ),..., It may be written
measurements sequence is received and processed. (13) represents a recurrent relation for computation )
Since considered problem is to determine I FG (k) predicted estimate (this notation underline the fact that estimates must be calculated without receiving and processing real measurements), above relation may be rewritten as
-predicted information content which should be contained in z(k) under condition that by the time k it is predicted to accumulate I FG (k-1) information; initial value for this relation is )) 1 (
Since model of system assumes that all estimates are distributed in accordance with normal law, the following must be true
here: α(1)=α(1|0) is predicted covariance matrix for system with inexact known parameters, and α(1|F,G) is predicted covariance matrix for system states with )
exact parameters, i.e. prediction of Kalman filter. Predictions (15) and (16) must be calculated with respect to
Let consider A and ΔA square matrix of (NxN) dimensions, at that A и A+ΔA matrixes are nonsingular and ||A||>>||ΔA||. Then will be true
this approximation it is possible to derive the following relation for one-step prediction of information content
-variation of α(1) prediction with respect to nominal value, which is given by α(1|F,G) matrix. If assume that 0
where
Relations (17) and (18) determine the estimate of predicted information content about inexact known parameters, which will be contained in z(1) measurement. Derived relations may be applied for calculation of multistep prediction of type )
In general for computation of such predictions there must be applied formulas for LDS with reducible PU; however here may be accepted following PU model -up to k-1 point of time PU of system is considered as irreducible, (.) However above procedure have one essential disadvantage -it may be shown that caeteris paribus the inequalities
true. From this follows that resulted estimate will be essentially reduced.
It is possible to apply another model for calculation the prediction of information content. This model assumes that up to k-1 point of time there is no PUs, and parameters values equal to a priory expectations, i.e. ) 0
In this case reasonably to use Kalman filter and, as covariance matrix of Kalman filter is independent of measurements, it is possible to accept that
Then it is supposed that at k-1 point of time parameters take on some random values, which statistical characteristics are determined by corresponding items of P I (0) (at that assuming 0
, and I FG (z(k)) estimate is calculated. This procedure will provide increased values of prediction estimate, i.e.
Estimate, which will be computed in accordance with first procedure, will be referred to as "pessimistic", and this one will be used for evaluation lower edge of I FG (z(k)). Second procedure will provide "optimistic" estimate that will be applied for estimation of I FG (z(k)) upper edge. Both these estimates are given by k|k-1,F,G) -Kalman filter prediction which is calculated in accordance with adopted model of parameters behavior ("pessimistic" or "optimistic" estimates). Both models compute ) 0 | 1 ( − k x estimate according to multistep prediction for LDS with irreducible PU.
Model of system implies that parameters estimates are normally distributed, therefore S FG (.) entropy, by analogy to well-known definition of multidimensional normal distribution will look like
. Treatment of concrete form of determinant function for the such data set is out of this paper scope, however for providing further consideration it is necessary to accept that (.)) det(Ξ function possess all properties as standard determinant of matrix analyses. Then it is possible to write
here P -number of inexact known parameters of {F,G} set. If suppose that from equation
, and taking into account the linearity property of I FG (z(k)) over Ξ(k) items, it is possible to derive
Then, taking into consideration all stated above, the following may be written 
Optimal Stochastic Control for LDS with PUs
Let assume that performance measure (controls cost) for LDS is described by quadratic functional
where A(.) is positively semidefinite and B(.) is positively definite matrixes. Problem objective is to determine 1 0 − N U controls that will minimize the (23) subject to (1)- (2) dynamic constrains.
For solving this problem hereafter will be used a procedure, which is some kind of invariant embedding [13] . This approach uses consideration of some other problem, usually superior one. As this takes place, the searched solutions will be embedded in ones of this general-type problem, which in many cases may be solved with relative ease.
Optimal Stochastic Control for LDS with Irreducible PU
Optimal controls will be searched with application of stochastic dynamic programming procedure [9] - [12] , which for considered case may be rewritten as
where solving begins from consideration of following minimization problem
In both these relations P I (.) is introduced defined above information state of LDS with irreducible PU. It should be remembered that
, k = 0,…,N-1 trajectories are considered as a priory exactly known.
Before proceeding further it is necessary to carry out following additional consideration.
trajectory of dispersion matrix of LDS with exactly known parameters (i.e. Kalman filter), moreover ) ( 
prediction with respect to nominal trajectory is given by
Correction of Kalman filter is given by
From this results following approximation for Δα(k+1|k+1) variation
Now it is possible to come back to consideration of main problem of this section -determine the optimal controls for LDS with irreducible PU.
Let consider the following function After computation the expectation and grouping the items of obtained equation it is possible to derive the following
If differentiate above expression and equating with zero, it is simply to derive
It may be deduced following equation for V(N-1) by substituting
this expression may be transformed into
relation and (25), which describes changing of )
one, it is possible to derive
If compare the expression, which to be minimized, with one for V (N-1) , it is simply to see these ones are identical, at that N is replaced with V (N-1), V(N-1) is replaced with V(N-2) , and for minimizing of this functional should be repeatedly applied above procedure.
Hence it is derived that optimal controls for LDS with irreducible PU are given by
At that functional is of following reproduction form
Average cost of this control is given by
It is easy to see that obtained solution looks like to well-known relations for CE control. When PU degree is reduced (i.e. Ξ(k)={β(k),γ(k),ν(k)}→0), equations for optimal controls approach to analogous relations for CE control. The most outstanding distinction lies in necessity of joint recurrent solving of two equations of Riccaty type. Appearance of this additional equation explicitly describes "precaution" property of proposed control. This may be demonstrated by following consideration. CE controls are given by
If try to synthesize controls on a base of these relations with application of definitions that was introduced at beginning of this paper, then may be derived the following
i.e. in these relations disappear the items, which are proportional to K(k+1|k+1). Since it may be shown that K(k|k) is positively semidefinite, it is obviously that || )
is equivalent to increasing of A(k+1|k+1) matrix and in turns A(k).
Optimal Control for LDS with Reducible PU
Immediate deriving the relations for optimal control for LDS with reducible PU is intractable problem, what is noted by numerous authors [6, 8, 9] . This section contains description of approach to obtaining some approximation for optimal control that will have all properties of dual control [8, 9] . Equations for optimal control will be derived on a base of above solution for LDS with irreducible PU and application of proposed model for presentation of reducible PU.
Let suppose that there is obtained the estimates of information content about inexact known parameters I Σ (k), k=1,…,N-1, which will be gained via solving the identification problem along 1 0 * − N U trajectory of optimal controls. In this case may be adopted the following PU model -uncertainty is considered as irreducible, and time dependence of Ξ(k)={β(k),γ(k),ν(k)} (in accordance with prediction of information content) is given by 
Equation of stochastic dynamic programming is given by
where solving is started from consideration of following minimization problem
Let consider the function
where K (N|N) is symmetric positively semidefinite matrix, Δα(N|N-1) is variation of α(N|N-1) with respect to nominal trajectory ( ) | 1 (
nominal trajectory is defined similar to one of above section), λ(N) and ) ( * 0 N J are some constants.
It should be reminded that in accordance with stated above, information content of z(k+1) measurement is given by It is possible to obtain
If above expression differentiate with respect to u(N-1) and equating derived formula to zero, it is simply to obtain following expression for optimal control N-1) and grouping corresponding item, it may be derived that
by analogy with consideration of above section, expression for
into two parts -static one, which is independent
), and dynamic one that is dependant from above estimates. Let suppose that I Σ (N-1) = 0 for dynamic part, and let apply to it ) 1 (
transition method from above section.
Application of this procedure leads to following expression It may be written
here P is number of inexact known parameters of system, and And this in one's part means that optimal control for LDS with reducible PU are given by
For these controls reproduction form of functional is given by
Average cost of application of this control law is given by (26) as well.
It should be noted that there to be applied not all )) 1 ( ),..., 0 ( ( If compare the derived relations for optimal control with reducible and irreducible PU, it is possible to note that main difference lies in appearance of a new item in formulas for systems with reducible PU, which is proportional to λ(k)S(k). It may be demonstrated that λ(k)<0 and S(k) is positively semidefinite matrix. Therefore this item describes "study" effect that resides to dual control [8, 9] , and which should reduce influence of "precaution" factor.
It should be noted that under proposed approach there may be derived more precise, but more complicated solutions for dual control problem. If will be assumed that A(N|N) and K(N|N) are some function with respect to ) (N I Σ , and during transition form ) 1 (
information state these dependences should be taken into account, then A (N-1|N-1) and K(N-1|N-1 ) will depend on
. This fact must be considered when ) (N λ to be computed, that leads to necessity compute
(originally this items are considered as equal to zero).
, which are no equal to zero as well, i.e. for computing the ) (k λ value there appears a need to solve recurrent relations for )
. These trajectories will be needed only for computation of ) (k λ trajectory; therefore appropriateness of such type procedure should be proved for each specific case.
Optimal Control for Experimental Study of LDS with Reducible PU.
This section provides a common-type outline of approach to solving a new problem -optimal control for experimental study of LDS with reducible PU. Let assume that during experimental study of LDS with reducible PU there it is planned to apply as nominal testing regime some )} ( ),...,
trajectory of states (it should be noted that within this consideration the term experimental study implies application to researched object some controls with a purpose of improvement of estimates of {F,G} inexact known parameters). Also let suppose that there is defined some resource that looks like
which must meet to restriction of type 0 J J ≤ , where J 0 -some predetermined constant.
Let assume that preliminary evaluation shows that if there will be applied optimal control of above section, ) If J will be regarded as some generalized energy, and T factor as some common-type temperature, then (30) may be considered as some kind of law of degradation of energy for problem of optimal control for experimental study of LDS with reducible PU. Simultaneously it should be taken into account the following -law of degradation energy describes physical processes that leads to increasing of entropy, but (30) describes optimal control, which should provide decreasing (more exact -minimization) of entropy of parameters estimates. It is easy to see that assigning λ − = T the similar expression may be written for problem of previous section. At that solution of considered problem might be regarded as some generalized isotherm, and previous one -as some generalized adiabatic process.
Computed optimal controls may be applied for iterated improvement of N R 1 nominal trajectory (with fixing of A(k) and B(k) matrixes) with a purpose of choosing of most informative test regime. When such procedure will be realized, for each anew computed ) ( 1 k R N trajectory (here k is number of iteration) would correspond anew T(k) value. Trajectories, which will be determined with application of this procedure, will be characterized by ) (
, which may be considered as some generalized thermal capacity from thermodynamic point of view. At that as a most effective trajectory will be regarded the regime, which will provide highest value of thermal capacity.
It is possible adduce some other thermodynamic analogies for such stochastic problems. It seems that application of well-proven thermodynamic methodology for solving the problems of stochastic optimization of LDS with PU will provide not only deepest understanding of derived solutions, but may lead to appearance of new approaches to solving of known problems and stating of anew ones.
Simulation Study
Simulation was carried out in order to prove a functionality of proposed methods of data processing and optimal control for LDS with PU, as well as to obtain the some estimates of performance capabilities. As a base for this study the example of well-known simulation E. Tse and Y. Bar-Shalom ("An Actively Adaptive Control for Linear Systems with Random Parameters via Dual Control Approach", IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-18, pp. 109-117, April 1973) was chosen, which have researched the third order LDS with six inexact known parameters: During simulation the overall testing of both data processing and optimal control methods were carried out. Below listed the legends used for definition the applied methods:
Data processing:
• SYS = 0 -classic Kalman filter;
• SYS = 1 -filtering procedure for LDS with irreducible PU;
• SYS = 2 -procedure of estimation of states and parameters for LDS with reducible PU.
Optimal controls:
• CNT = 0 -Certainty Equivalence (CE) control;
• CNT = 1 -optimal control for LDS with irreducible PU;
• CNT = 2 -optimal control for LDS with reducible PU.
For all types of optimal controls, when was applied SYS=2 data processing procedure, after updating the estimates, the solutions of control problem were computed anew. For estimation the unattainable lower edge of cost this study includes the case of optimal control of system with exact known parameters. Simulation is represented by three tests sets each of 1000 runs of modeling program and corresponding data processing/optimal control procedures in accordance with Monte-Carlo technique (multiple modeling sets are used for evaluation of statistical stability of obtained results).
It should be noted that modern approaches to adaptive control, based on neural network and fuzzy system applies the following structure: an approximator ("identifier") that is used to estimate unknown system parameters and a "certainty equivalence" control scheme in which the system controller is defined assuming that the parameter estimates are true values. From this follows that variant SYS=2/CNT=0 may be considered as some equivalent to modern adaptive control techniques.
Interception-Type Example
In this case it is necessary to bring only the third component of state vector to a specified value. This may be expressed by the following functional (cost function) 
Tab. 3. Simulation outcomes for interception example
Simulation reveals the following feature of proposed optimal control for LDS with reducible PU (SYS=2/CNT=2) -in initial phase of controls computing in 100% cases there appeared the degenerate modes, i.e. controls tended to singular ones. Due to this reason the applied control algorithm were upgraded in a following way: if computation reduced to singular modes, then were applied probe (study) controls, which were the samples from white noise with zero mean and σ u =40 (this value were determined experimentally in accordance with criteria of minimization of resulted cost). This upgraded algorithm demonstrated rather good performances. Fig. 3 represents normalized frequency of appearance of singular controls for upgraded algorithm. 
Soft Landing-Type Example
In this example the problem is to bring a final state to a certain position in state space. Following expression for a cost corresponds to this problem:
where ρ is some point in R 3 , λ= 0.0001 and N = 25, as for previous example. This problem may be considered as a soft landing one with a final state of ρ= {0,0,20}. Simulation technique was similar to applied one for previous example. Simulation outcomes are adduced in Tab. 4 
Tab. 4. Simulation outcomes for soft landing example
As for case of interception-type example, when SYS=2/CNT=2 variant was computed, there appeared singular modes. As above in this case were applied probe controls, which were samples from white noise with zero mean and σ u =10 (this value were determined experimentally in accordance with criteria of minimization of obtained cost as well). This control algorithm showed up the best performances, verge towards CE controls with exact known parameters. For this reason for clarification the processes, which take place when this control was applied, in addition to normalized frequency of appearance the singular controls, below are adduced following figures:
• Trajectories of mean and dispersion of -λ(k) factor (if should be applied a thermodynamic analogy, this coefficient may be interpreted as some general-type temperature of studied process).
• Trajectories of mean and dispersion of current weighted control energies;
• Trajectories of mean and dispersion of real accumulated information content about inexact known parameters. 
Analysis
Interception problem, regardless that prima facie it may appear that this one rather simpler, requires high level of "precaution", because of the best performances were provided by data processing/control algorithm of type SYS=2/CNT=1. Acceptable performances were showed up by SYS=1/CNT=1 algorithm (better then SYS=2/CNT=0 and SYS=2/CNT=2 variants). It seems that worst results of SYS=0/CNT=0 variant was stipulated by costs surges (and/or miss distance ones), which biased the values of costs mean and dispersion. SYS=2/CNT=2 algorithm provides the best miss distance characteristics, but it seems that in this case occurred some overshoots, which essentially increased the values of cost.
Situation essentially changed in case of solving the soft landing problem, for which significance of "study" factor prevailed over "precaution" one. Best characteristics over all parameters were provided by SYS=2/CNT=2 algorithm, SYS=2/CNT=1 variant provided rather worse performances. Besides the ratings of SYS=1/CNT=1 and SYS=2/CNT=1 algorithms were interchanged, and performances of SYS=0/CNT=0 variant were noticeably improved as well. All above may be considered as additional confirmation of a high importance of "study" factor for effective solving the problems of soft landingtype.
Upgraded algorithm of SYS=2/CNT=2 variant is a most interesting from all points of view, therefore let consider the processes, which occur when this control is applied.
There may be picked out three periods for this algorithm: study (or "turbulent") phase (0<k≤5), transient processes phase (5<k≤21), and proper soft-landing (or "laminar") phase (21<k≤25).
During the first phase an overwhelming majority of applied controls were probe (study) ones of relatively low amplitudes. This phase is characterized by high values of -λ(k) factor (or, applying above mentioned analogy, temperatures), and high rate of accumulation of information content. All these point to chaotic type of the processes, which have occurred during this phase, and causes application of "turbulent" term.
At the middle phase behavior of system is determined by transient processes, which occur due to changing of applied controls. Initial interval of this phase is not concerned to overall target of control (solving the soft landing problem), and application of probe controls lead to essential displacements from optimal trajectory. Transition to optimal control stipulated the appearance of intensive control actions, which provides compensation of possible high offsets. Intensiveness of controls supplies saving the high rate of accumulation of information about inexact known parameters. Also there saved the high speed of temperature decreasing (dropping of -λ(k) factor).
At the third ("laminar") phase there were provided the solution of proper terminal control problem. This phase is characterized by low control amplitudes and negligible temperatures, as well as stationary state of entropy of inexact known parameters distribution (there is no accumulation of information content).
This model describes the processes, which take place at a micro-level, and characterizes each separate realization of data processing/control algorithm. At a macro-level, if ergodic hypotheses may be applied (averaging over time is equal to one over sets), it is possible to use another model that includes following periods:
• "Childhood" phase (coincide with "turbulent" one) -actions (controls) are chaotic and not goalseeking (sensible) ones, its intensity are low; there occurs intensive accumulation of information.
• "Youth" phase (5< k≤ 15) -actions begin to be goal-seeking, and its intensity and purposefulness is increased; high rate of accumulation of information is saved. Towards the end of this phase intensity of actions is maximal.
• "Ripeness" phase (15< k≤ 21) -Majority of actions are goal-seeking ones, and begins decreasing its intensity. At the beginning of the "ripeness" phase rate of accumulation of information begins to drop, and towards the end of this period is sensibly equal to zero.
• "Old age" phase (coincide with "laminar" one) -Actions are fully goal-seeking ones, its intensity is minimal. Rate of accumulation of information is equal to zero.
Of course, this analogy is highly mechanistic, but it seems that usage of such model will provide a rather adequate description of evolution of considered factors for wide class of natural and socioeconomic phenomena/objects. If summarize all above, the following may be stated:
• Effective solving of optimal stochastic control problems requires subdivision of these ones into two classes: simple and complex. However there not exist evident criteria for selecting these classes now.
• For simple cases (such as interception-type problem) the most effective solutions will be provided by optimal controls for LDS with irreducible PU. If this applicable from effectiveness point of view, algorithm of type SYS=1/CNT=1 is preferred since its realization is most simple. Furthermore, the carried out simulation shows up following property of this option: if value of N was sufficiently high, matrix of feedback gains may have a steady state, i.e. solutions of stabilization-type problems may be realized as some regulator.
•
For complex cases (such as soft landing-type problem) additional costs concerning to "study" may be reasonable, and SYS=2/CNT=2 algorithm will be most effective. However this variant may lead to appearance of singular modes, which require application of probe controls for which there are no common-type rules for choosing its parameters. Nevertheless it seems that such mode of optimal control is enough promising and require in-depth study.
Conclusions
This paper presents common-type solutions for data processing and optimal control problems for LDS with PUs of various types. Proposed solutions possess properties of theoretical clearness and computational effectiveness that is proven by outcomes of carried out numerical simulation. It seems that usage of proposed methods to designing anew and upgrading existing measuring/control systems for various application should essentially improve performances such as reliability, accuracy, stability etc.
